Abstract The somatic cell count (SCC) of milk is one of the main indicators of the udder health status of lactating mammals and is a hygiene criterion of raw milk used to manufacture dairy products. An increase in SCC is regarded as one of the primary indicators of inflammation of the mammary gland. Therefore, SCC is relevant in food legislation as well as in the payment of ex-farm raw milk and it has a major impact on farm management and breeding programs. Its determination is one of the most frequently performed analytical tests worldwide. Routine measurements of SCC are almost exclusively done using automated fluoro-opto-electronic counting. However, certified reference materials for SCC are lacking, and the microscopic reference method is not reliable because of serious inherent weaknesses. A reference system approach may help to largely overcome these deficiencies and help to assure equivalence in SCC worldwide. The approach is characterised as a positioning system fed by different types of information from various sources. A statistical approach for comparing proficiency tests (PTs) by assessing them using a quality index P Q and assessing participating laboratories using a quality index P L , both deriving from probabilities, is proposed. The basic assumption is that PT schemes are conducted according to recognised guidelines in order to compute performance characteristics, such as z-scores, repeatability and reproducibility standard deviations. Standard deviations are compared with the method validation data from the ISO method. Input quantities close to or smaller than the reference data of the method validation or the assigned value of the PT result in values for P Q and P L close to the maximum value. Evaluation examples of well-known PTs show the practicability of the proposed approach.
Introduction
The somatic cell count (SCC) of milk is one of the main indicators of the udder health status of lactating mammals and one of the hygiene criteria of raw milk used to manufacture dairy products. Somatic cells excreted through milk include various types of white blood cells and some epithelial cells. Its composition and concentration change dramatically during periods of inflammation. An increase in SCC is therefore regarded as one of the primary indicators of inflammation of the mammary gland [1] . Therefore, SCC is relevant in food legislation [2] [3] [4] , in the payment of ex-farm raw milk serving as a price setting quality parameter; when measured in individual animals, it also has a major impact on farm management and breeding programs. Consequently, somatic cell count determination is one of the most frequently performed analytical tests in dairy laboratories worldwide, with an estimated more than 500 000 000 tests per year [5] .
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SCC data for routine measurements are nowadays almost exclusively obtained through the application of automated fluoro-opto-electronic counting. Guidance on this application is available through ISO 13366-2 | IDF 148-2 [6] . Part of the guidelines focus on calibration and calibration control; however, certified reference materials (CRM) for SCC are lacking. Laboratories therefore calibrate with 'secondary' reference materials, which are types of milk, more or less well defined in its properties, using assigned 'reference values' for counting. These reference values may derive from the application of the reference method, which is a direct microscopic SCC, according to ISO 13366-1 | IDF 148-1 [7] , often in combination with the results of automated counting. Routine testing laboratories usually rely on these secondary reference materials and their assigned values. Others base their calibration on the performance in proficiency tests (PTs), and some rely on the standard settings of the instrument manufacturer. The reasons for lack of full reliance on the microscopic reference method are an insufficient definition of the measurand and a poor precision [5] . To overcome the large uncertainty of the microscopic reference method, reference material providers can additionally rely on a set of routine measurement data, often coming from a selected group of laboratories. However, such reliance bears the risk of circular calibration [8, 9] . If at least a part of the participating laboratories do not also rely on other PTs, they may start correcting their instruments to the assigned value, and an undefined drift within the large uncertainty of the reference method begins. The existing PTs therefore need to be interlinked based on a quantitative scale. At this juncture, there is no 'true' value to assess the competence of a laboratory.
A reference system approach may help to largely overcome these deficiencies and help to assure equivalence in somatic cell counting worldwide. A reference system is characterised as a positioning system fed by different types of information from various sources-that is, from reference materials, reference method analysis, routine method results and PT results of laboratories operating in a laboratory network structure [10] .
The purpose of this work is to propose a statistical approach for comparing PTs by assessing them using a quality index P Q and assessing participating laboratories using a quality index P L , both deriving from probabilities. The approach was developed in the framework of the SCC Reference System Working Group (International Dairy Federation [IDF] and the International Committee on Animal Recording [ICAR] [5, 10] ) by the participating organisations. The basic assumption is that the PT schemes are conducted according to recognised guidelines such as the Harmonized Protocol [11] and ISO 13528 [12] or ISO 5725 [13] in order to compute performance characteristics such as z-scores, repeatability and reproducibility standard deviations. The existence of a CRM (as an estimate of a 'true value') is not required in the following considerations. The situation is comparable to the summarising assessment of medical and similar studies, where meta-analysis is a well-proved tool using variances and frequencies for weighting and as objective criteria. However, given the fact that reliable estimates of the population variances are available (see below), we preferred to develop a probabilistic approach.
Method
Assessing PTs by a quality index P Q derived from probabilities
This approach makes use of the precision parameters repeatability standard deviation r r and reproducibility standard deviation r R of automated fluoro-optic SCC measurement as reported in the international standard ISO 13366-2 | IDF 148-2 [6] .
Assume that in a given PT the estimates s r and s R (or the standard deviation between laboratories, s L ) of the repeatability and reproducibility standard deviations, r r and r R , respectively, are computed (for one level) using the results from p laboratories. Each laboratory measures the test material n times. Then, a quality index P Q based on the probabilities derived from Chi-square distributions can be constructed.
From standard statistical results, the following equation relating the estimated and the population repeatability variances with the Chi-square distribution with m degrees of freedom holds for normally distributed measurements (see also ISO 5725-4 [13]):
and similarlŷ
Therefore, we can estimate the probabilities P (r) and P (L,r) :
The known variances r 2 r and r 2 L are derived from the values of r r and r R , as published in standard ISO 13366-2 | IDF 148-2 [6] .
P (r) and P (L,r) may then be combined to define the PT quality index P Q as the product of these probabilities:
P Q can be (approximately) interpreted as an estimate of the probability that the set of p laboratories within the PT can achieve a repeatability standard deviation as small as r r and simultaneously a standard deviation between laboratories as small as r L .
If the reference value h of the test material is known, or the assigned value h is accepted as reliable, then the zscores (based on an accepted standard deviation for proficiency assessment, r p [11] ) of the p laboratories can be combined. To reduce the influence of extreme z-score values, a robust mean estimator z ðrobÞ according to Huber is necessary, known as A15 (without an iterative update of the robust estimation of the standard deviation) or as 'Huber proposal 2', or H15 (with an iterative update of the robust estimation of the standard deviation) (Algorithm A, described in Annex C [12]), [14, 15] . The robust sum of zscores is therefore
and a probability P(Z p ) for ZÁ ffiffi ffi p p larger than |Z p | may be derived on the basis of the realisationẐ of the standard normal random variable Z, i.e.Ẑ ¼ Z p ffiffi ffi p p $ Nð0; 1Þ:
where P(Á) stands for probability and U(Á) indicates the distribution function of the standard normal distribution. An alternative combination of z-scores is possible because the sum S p of the squared z-scores is Chi-square distributed with p degrees of freedom [11] :
The quality index P Q has three components in this case: two are related to precision measures and one is related to the trueness of the p mean values.
It is still possible to modify this quality measure by multiplication with a further expression (factor) q = f(q 1 , q 2 , q 3 , …, q m ) made up of the PT-specific quality indices q 1 , q 2 , q 3 , …, q m to obtain P Q ¼ P ðrÞ P ðL;rÞ PðZ p Þq: ð10Þ
The m quality indices q i1 , q i2 , q i3 , …, q im may be used to model m PT i characterising criteria. The components of q i = f(q i1 , q i2 , q i3 , …, q im ) could be defined in such a way that higher values in the resulting q i indicate higher quality.
To compare up to k PTs in such a way, it may be better to compute normalised values, especially if the P Q values were calculated according to Eq. (10):
Comparing PT schemes over time based on the quality index P Q or its elements
There are various possibilities to construct quality control charts for a given PT scheme.
The following quality or performance characteristics may be plotted versus the number of rounds, 1, 2, …, t:
proposed by Gaunt and Whetton [16] .
The sums or cumulative averages of these characteristics over t rounds may be used as numerical indices to compare PT schemes quantitatively over time.
Assessing laboratories by a quality index P L derived from probabilities Again, this approach makes use of the precision parameters repeatability standard deviation r r and reproducibility standard deviation r R of automated SCC measurements, as reported in the international standard ISO 13366-2 | IDF 148-2 [6] .
Assume that the values of r r and r R , as published in standard ISO 13366-2 | IDF 148-2 [6] , are known and that an accepted reference value h has been established.
A single laboratory within a PT can be rated similar to the rating shown above if it provides a repeatability standard deviation s r and a mean value y of n replicates at a given level (estimates of s r and y for r r and h, respectively).
Witĥ
we can estimate the probability P (r)
The difference y À h, standardised by r
, is a standard normal variate:
which is used to compute the probability
P (r) and Pðz n Þ may be combined to define the laboratory quality index P L as the product of these probabilities:
P L can be (approximately) interpreted as an estimate of the probability that a certain laboratory having participated in a PT can achieve a repeatability standard deviation as small as r r and simultaneously a difference between the assigned value of the PT h and its own mean value y as small as the standard deviation between laboratories r L .
Again, it is possible to modify this quality measure by multiplication with a further expression (factor) q = f(q 1 , q 2 , q 3 , …, q m ) made up of the laboratory-specific quality indices q 1 , q 2 , q 3 , …, q m to obtain
The components q i1 , q i2 , q i3 , …, q im of q i should be defined in such a way that higher values in the resulting q i indicate higher quality.
A normalised quality indexP L;i may be preferred to compare a set of p laboratories, especially if the P L s were calculated according to Eq. (17):
Comparing laboratories over time based on the quality index P L or its elements
There are various possibilities to construct quality control charts for a given laboratory (see also ISO 13528 [12] ). The following quality or performance characteristics may be plotted versus the number of rounds, 1, 2, …, t:
• s r or s proposed by Gaunt and Whetton [16] .
The sums or cumulative averages of these characteristics over t rounds may be used as numerical indices to compare laboratories quantitatively.
Data
For the testing of the assessment schemes for PTs and laboratories using the probabilistic approach, the data from five national and international PTs were chosen (see Table 1 ). The PTs took place between September 2010 and October 2011. The data sets were well known, meaning that the evaluation had been finished and feedback had been received.
Each level of a PT was handled as an individual comparison. PTs and laboratories were anonymised, and, where known, the multiple participations of a certain laboratory were each handled as an individual participant.
An Excel Ò spreadsheet was used for the evaluation. Firstly, the data of the different PTs and levels were arranged according to the necessary information, which included laboratory labels/codes (and the instrument type, if known), number of replicates n, mean values y as reported by the laboratories, repeatability and reproducibility standard deviations s r and s R of the laboratories and reference values (consensus or 'true' values) h as well as the s r of the PT or PT level. Additionally, the robust sum of the z-scores was calculated according to Eq. (7).
Secondly, the quality indices P Q (assessing PTs) were calculated by inserting the data into the specific Excel [6] mentions, e.g. for the levels of 150 000 SCC/mL and 300 000 SCC/mL repeatability values of 6 % and 5 % and reproducibility values of 9 % and 8 %, respectively. For a reference value of 162 000 SCC/mL a s r of 5.92 % or 9 590 SCC/mL and a s R of 8.92 % or 14 450 SCC/mL were interpolated. Quality indices q 1 … q m , as proposed in Eq. (10), were not used because thus far no considerations of the characters and values of the factors have taken place. Therefore, the weight w for the difference 1 -q is of no meaning. The upper part of Fig. 1 shows a calculation example (with p being the number of laboratories participating in the PT).
Thirdly, the quality indices P L (assessing the laboratories) were calculated by inserting the data in the specific Excel Ò spreadsheets. Additionally, the population repeatability standard deviations r r and the population reproducibility standard deviations r R from ISO 13366-2 | IDF 148-2:2006 [6] had to be implemented. As mentioned above, for the calculation of the quality indices P Q for the PTs, an interpolation table is needed to calculate the relevant r r and r R . Again, a weight of w [ [0,1] for the difference 1 -q could be chosen, but, as mentioned above, thus far no considerations of the characters and values of the factors have taken place. Figures 2 and 3 show graphical evaluation and calculation examples. In addition to the evaluation of the participating laboratories in a specific PT by calculating the individual quality indices P L , it is also possible to calculate, for example, the median quality indices from different PTs in order to have an indicator regarding the comparability of a certain laboratory or instrument over time and in different PTs (see Fig. 4 ).
Discussion
P Q and P L are influenced by their input variables. The three variables and performance characteristics z-score, repeatability and reproducibility standard deviations are calculated according to recognised standards, and they are compared with the specific method validation data from the ISO standard. It follows that input quantities close to or smaller than the reference data of the method validation or the assigned value of the PT result in values for P Q and P L close to the maximum value of 1.
The outcome of a PT is influenced by the competence of the participating laboratories. If the laboratories perform well and the overall repeatability s r of p laboratories is close to or even smaller than r r of the standard, then the probability P (r) and the quality index P Q of the concerned PT or PT level become larger or close to the maximum value of 1 (solid circle in Fig. 1 , PT no. 6). Otherwise, if a larger part or most of the laboratories show a poor performance and s r therefore is larger than r r , the probability P (r) and the index P Q become smaller (dashed circle, PT no. 16). The same is true for P Q and the probability related to the inter-laboratory standard deviation P (L,r) , calculated from the PT's reproducibility s R (solid and dashed circles in Fig. 1, PTs nos. 4 and 28) . If the mean values of the laboratories in the PT are close to the assigned value, then the robust absolute sum of p z-scores |Z p | according to Eq. (7) becomes small, and the related probability P Z p À Á and the index P Q become large or close to the maximum value of 1 (solid circle, PT no. 26). For large values of |Z p |, the probability P(Z p ) and the index P Q become small (dashed circle, PT no. 1). The summarising quality index P Q is almost equally influenced by the probabilities P (r) , P (L,r) and P(Z p ) and therefore allows no conclusion on the PT's performance concerning the repeatability, inter-laboratory standard deviation and z-scores achieved by the participating laboratories.
Regarding the assessment of a laboratory, the influence of its repeatability s r and the mean value of a laboratory y is shown in Figs. 2 and 3 . If s r is larger than r r , the probability related to the repeatability standard deviation P (r) becomes small as well as the corresponding quality index P L . In cases where s r is close to or smaller than r r , the opposite is true, and the probability P (r) as well as the quality index P L become larger or close to the maximum value of 1. If the mean value y is larger or smaller than the reference value (consensus value, 'true' value) h, then the absolute z-scorez n j j becomes larger, and the related probability Pz n ð Þ as well as the corresponding quality index P L become small. In cases where the mean value y is close or equal to the reference value h, the absolute z-scorez n j j becomes small, and the related probability Pz n ð Þ as well as the corresponding quality index P L become large or close to the maximum value of 1. The summarising quality index P L is almost equally influenced by the probabilities P (r) and Pz n ð Þ and therefore allows no conclusions on the laboratory's performance concerning repeatability and comparability to the assigned value (this differentiation is provided by the results of the PTs reported to the participants).
Quality indices P L of laboratories or even of different instruments of a laboratory may be evaluated using, for example, control charts (value vs time) or statistical measures such as mean or median. In applying the test data, a good discrimination of the laboratories and their median values are revealed (Fig. 4) . The reasons for the discrimination may be different but are also a result of a differing analytical performance. Figure 5 shows the quality indices P L (median) and their corresponding standard deviations of the laboratories having participated two or more times in a PT or PT level. The data show that some laboratories performed consistently at the same level and that others had greatly varying quality indices. However, frequency of participation seems not to be a determining factor [17] . As stated above, the outcome of a PT is influenced by the competence of all of the participating laboratories. It follows, also, that the outcome of each laboratory in a PT is influenced by the others, and a situation is conceivable where only one laboratory measured the correct value while all others show a bias. However, the well-performing laboratory or instrument will show a mean value y larger or smaller than the 'biased' reference value h and the related probability Pz n ð Þ, and the corresponding quality index P L will become small and influence the laboratory's median. Such influences are difficult to control. With some experience, a laboratory will participate preferably in wellknown and broadly supported PTs. If the PT also disposes an acceptable quality index P Q , as proposed in this paper, it could be a driver for a laboratory to participate in such a PT. But as mentioned above the quality indices P Q , and P L are influenced by different factors and therefore do not allow detailed conclusions on performance details of PTs and laboratories. The approach described in this paper allows an easy general and long-term comparison of PTs and laboratories participating in PTs. It is limited to this and for a detailed assessment of an individual PT or PT scheme or laboratory further information will be necessary, e.g. such as used to calculate the indices mentioned in this paper or by the analysis of the individual results.
In Eqs. (10) and (17) , the possibility to modify the quality measure by multiplication with further expressions is mentioned. Such expressions (factors) q = f(q 1 , q 2 , -q 3 , …, q m ) made up of m PT and laboratory-specific quality indices q i1 , q i2 , q i3 , …, q im may be used to model m PT i characterising criteria (e.g. frequency of the PT, number of participants, number of test levels, inter-linkage to other PTs, [summarised] competence index of participating laboratories and of the PT provider, frequency of laboratories' PT participation, competence of the laboratory and laboratory bias [by considering the z-score, e.g.
. Further criteria are mentioned by Golze [18] . The components of q i need to be defined in such a way that higher values in the resulting q i indicate higher quality. As yet, no experts in the field of automated somatic cell counting have established such indices and experience in this regard is lacking. The need for using such indices might appear as soon as a system like that described in this paper is set up, and more data than are presented here are integrated. The brackets in the graphical evaluation of the median quality indices in Fig. 5 mark groups of laboratories and instruments and their numbers of times of participation. The median quality indices show a y, h, r r , r R in somatic cells/ll. The mean ofz n was calculated using the robust estimator A15. If s r is larger than r r , the probability related to the repeatability standard deviation P (r) and the probability related to the interlaboratory standard deviation P (L,r) become small as well as the as the corresponding quality index P L (dashed circles, laboratory no. 1). In cases where s r is close to or smaller than r r , the opposite is true, and the quality index P L becomes larger or even close to the maximum value of 1 (solid circles, laboratory no. 6). Calculation is accessible in the ESM tendency to decline with higher numbers of times of participation. If such a tendency were to become obvious with more data sets, the use of specific quality indices might be necessary.
A model such as that described here can be used for all types of PTs where measurands are quantified. To set up a system as described here, a neutral and trustworthy body is needed to collect the sensitive data from PT trial organisers. Participating laboratories need to give authorisation for the evaluation of their data. Results must be anonymised, and it would be in the responsibility of PT providers and laboratories to communicate Fig. 3 Graphical evaluation and calculation example of quality indices P L (assessing laboratories) and parameters influencing the quality index P L in assessing laboratories from PT 113 (ICAR, September 2011). Values for parameters s r , y, h, r r , r R in somatic cells/ll. The mean ofz n was calculated using the robust estimator A15. If y the mean value of the laboratory, is larger or smaller than the reference value (consensus value, 'true' value) h, thenz n j j becomes larger, and the related probability Pz n ð Þ as well as the corresponding quality index P L becomes small (dashed circles, laboratory no. 3). In cases where the mean value y is close or equal to the reference value h,z n j j becomes small, and the related probability Pz n ð Þ as well as the corresponding quality index P L becomes large or close to the maximum value of 1 (solid circles, laboratory no. 7) 
